
CHUCK SIMMONS: Absolutely.

STEPHANIE HALLFORD: Can you share a 
little bit about what you're hearing from your 
customers and the pain points that they're 
facing in this new environment?

CHUCK SIMMONS: Our clients have faced 
numerous challenges in this pandemic. With 
remote workers and particularly at home, it 
is so difficult for us to be able to dispatch a 
very expensive resource to repair that PC. 
With Intel and the vPro Platform, we're able 
to get to that device remotely, monitor it, 
manage that device, and then more 
importantly, resolve any issues without 
having to do that.

STEPHANIE HALLFORD: Can you tell us 
why Accenture decided to deploy the Intel 
vPro Platform for your own employees 
worldwide?

STEPHANIE HALLFORD: As I shared earlier, 
we built these new experiences with our 
customers' needs and insights top of mind. 
I'm thrilled to have one of those partners 
here to share why they chose vPro both 
internally for the more than 500,000 
employees around the world and why they 
use vPro to manage millions of devices 
amongst their customers globally. Please 
join me in welcoming Vice President and the 
Global Lead of PC as a Service at Accenture, 
Chuck Simmons.

STEPHANIE HALLFORD: Hi Chuck.

CHUCK SIMMONS: Hi Stephanie, glad to be 
here.

STEPHANIE HALLFORD: So Chuck, can you 
share a little bit about your role at Accenture 
and your partnership with Intel?

CHUCK SIMMONS: Absolutely. I'm in the 
technology group and lead our living 
platform globally. Intel and Accenture have a 
longstanding relationship. That relationship 
has recently culminated in a joint initiative 
that we formed together.

STEPHANIE HALLFORD: So this pandemic 
has been a major disruptor for businesses.
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CHUCK SIMMONS: We chose vPro for the 
following capabilities. Number one, it 
delivers the performance. Number two, it 
delivers the highest level of security and 
number three, it has the highest reliability of 
any processor in the marketplace. Our 
internal teams as well as our clients
have demanding needs. And in the past Intel 
and the vPro Platform have met those needs. 
We're confident as we move forward that 
Intel will continue to meet these enterprise 
demands.

CHUCK SIMMONS: For our living platform, 
hands down Intel is a platform of choice.

STEPHANIE HALLFORD: Great, thanks for 
joining us today, Chuck. And thank you for 
Accenture's partnership and commitment to 
supporting business needs globally.

CHUCK SIMMONS: And thank you, 
Stephanie, for this opportunity.
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